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STUNTS 
 

LABOR DAY MARATHON 
Marathon Airs Monday, September 2 from 5 – 12 AM EST 
Settle in for ID’s Labor Day programming marathon, a daylong celebration for our loyal viewers 
featuring premieres of seven of ID’s most anticipated series this fall, beginning with a new 
episode of fan-favorite series DEADLY WOMEN. Next up is an all-new episode of THE CASE THAT 
HAUNTS ME, with stories directly from the detectives who led each case. A mid-season 
premiere of WEB OF LIES follows, uncovering deception and manipulation triggered by online 
interactions. Then, the season four pre-premiere of AMERICAN MONSTER uses never-before-
seen home video to unearth devils in disguise, followed by a mid-season premiere of EXTREME 
MEASURES, showing how far families will go to get justice for their loved ones. A new episode 
of TWISTED SISTERS follows, taking viewers inside the most outrageous and provocative crimes 
ever committed by pairs of sisters. Ending the Labor Day Marathon is the season two pre-
premiere of SOMEONE YOU THOUGHT YOU KNEW, which explores the most unsuspecting 
crimes: the ones committed by people the victims loved and trusted the most. 
 

PREMIERES 
 

VALLEY OF THE DAMNED 
New Series Premieres Tuesday, September 3 at 10/9c  
VALLEY OF THE DAMNED examines seven murders that rocked the beautiful, desolate mountain 
region of Fremont County, deep in the Colorado Rockies. This vast, inhospitable region of 
Southern Colorado is known as Prison Valley because it is home to 15 prisons, including 
America’s only Federal Supermax. This valley has more correctional facilities than any other in 
the US, so in a town where you’re surrounding by prisons, how does someone get away with 
murder?  

 The Kill List premieres Tuesday, September 3 at 10/9c 



Police must work to connect the seemingly unrelated murders of Dominos’ pizza 
delivery Nathan Leon and Colorado Prisons Chief Tom Clements. Investigators go from 
having virtually no information to being swamped by a myriad of possible suspects with 
a motive to kill, and a suspect pool that spans Colorado’s 20,000 former prison inmates. 

 The Absent Father premieres Tuesday, September 10 at 10/9c 
When Jim Durgan’s body is found in Prison Valley, no one knows why. His estranged 
wife is drawing a blank and his out-of-state girlfriend can’t explain it. What follows is a 
murky investigation that unravels a sinister and cleverly staged murder plot.  

 
AMERICAN MONSTER 
Season Four Premieres Sunday, September 8 at 8/7c 
If you looked into the eyes of a killer, would you know? In AMERICAN MONSTER, viewers find 
out. For the first time, we get closer than ever to some of America’s most shocking and 
surprising crimes. Filled with never-before-seen footage of these devils in disguise, from home 
movie shots of them playing with their kids to musical performances at high school, from the 
church cook-out to the wedding video, we interweave twisting, turning stories of astonishing 
crimes, with ‘behind-the-scenes’ footage of killers at their most innocent – ‘off-duty’.  

 Falling Down Premieres Monday, September 2 During the Labor Day Stunt at 8/7c 
In upscale Agoura Hills, California, George and Alene Jenkins have built a magical life and 
successful business together. For this idyllic couple, the next step in their relationship is 
starting a family. Unable to conceive they first adopt baby Joshua, and later baby 
Megan. But when George’s business goes bust his relationship with a teenage Joshua 
collapses, leading to a crime that shakes the family.  

 Two Families premieres Sunday, September 8 at 8/7c 
April and Michael Holton seem to live a perfect life, until a shocking murder exposes a 
deadly secret. The two-hour special unravels the mystery behind April’s tragic murder 
through exclusive access, ultimately confronting a terrible choice. If both suspects are 
April’s own blood, how do police determine who’s the killer? 

 Twice Shy premieres Sunday, September 15 at 9/8c 
Carol-Ann and James Sharp seem like a match made in heaven, but behind the veneer of 
happiness hides a monster in plain sight. Loved ones close to the couple sit down for the 
first time on camera to make sense of a murder that none of them saw coming.  

 
DEADLINE: CRIME WITH TAMRON HALL 
Season Six Premieres Sunday, September 8 at 10/9c 
A respected news anchor and award-winning investigative journalist, Tamron Hall knows first-
hand the effects of violent crime. Her older sister was a murder victim in a case that is still 
officially unsolved. Each episode of DEADLINE: CRIME follows Hall as she relentlessly searches 
for the truth in criminal cases where crucial evidence, testimonies, and motives have eluded 
justice. Hall sits down for emotional, in-depth interviews with key players in the case and visits 
the scene of the crime to find out what really happened and determined whether justice was 
ultimately served.  

 Vanishing on I-95 premieres Sunday, September 8 at 10/9c 



Lorraine Hendricks sets off to visit her best friend, and drives down I-95 from 
Jacksonville, Florida to Vero Beach, but she never arrives. Two days later, her 
abandoned car is found on the side of the interstate. Lorraine’s story is covered by the 
press, and when one woman reads about it, she is convinced her husband has 
something to do with it.  

 Dancing with the Devil premieres Sunday, September 15 at 10/9c 
A missing cheerleader. A seemingly unrelated roadside fire. As two cases converge, 
police juggle numerous suspects and motives, until cryptic surveillance video brings the 
investigation to a shocking conclusion of betrayal, devotion, and murder. 

 
ONGOING SERIES 

 
EXTREME MEASURES 
New Episodes Premiere Mondays at 9/8c 
Losing a loved one to murder is an emotionally devastating experience, and when the crime 
goes unsolved, the pain is even worse. For many, that agony is completely debilitating, but for 
some, these raw emotions give rise to determined action. In this emotionally wrenching series, 
the trauma of a loved one’s unsolved murder drives in individuals to take EXTREME MEASURES 
to help police solve crime and get justice for those whom they’ve lost forever. 

 Don’t You Be My Neighbor premieres Monday, September 2 During the Labor Day 
Stunt at 9/8c 
When a woman becomes entrenched in the investigation to solve her younger sister's 
murder, she vows to leave no stone unturned. One suspect after another is discovered 
with the help of the family's tenacity and unrelenting quest for the truth. In the end it 
takes an intense lobbying effort to the state crime lab, and a piece of information only 
the family knows, in order to put a killer in prison. 

  Night Crawlers premieres Monday, September 9 at 9/8c 
A college freshman is attacked in her family’s house while her mother lay helplessly on 
the floor beside her. When the horror sets in, the victim’s eldest sister works closely 
with investigators to find anything to help close the case. Together with her mother, 
who heard the killer’s voice, they work tirelessly to uncover every clue to put their loved 
one’s killer behind bars. 

 

TWISTED SISTERS 
New Episodes Premiere Mondays at 10/9c 
TWISTED SISTERS takes you inside the most outrageous and provocative crimes ever committed 
by pairs of sisters. It's a gut-wrenching and emotional series that investigates when sisterhood 
becomes deadly, and sisters get seriously TWISTED. 

 The Demon Inside premieres Monday, September 2 During the Labor Day Stunt at 
10/9c 
Charity seems like your typical teenager – she’s a popular girl with good grades and a 
job at the local pizza parlor. But her mother and sisters become convinced that Charity is 



actually a tormented soul, consumed by a demon. They decide the only way to rid 
Charity of the demon is to force it out with an exorcism.  

 The Torment premieres Monday, September 9 at 10/9c 
After years of struggling with a history of personal setbacks, Janece Cook moves in with 
her elderly parents. But when Janece’s father commits suicide, her younger sister Linda 
is determined to sever Janece’s ties with the family – forever.  

 
WEB OF LIES 
New Episodes Premiere Tuesdays at 9/8c 
WEB OF LIES unravels tragic stories of deception and manipulation triggered by online 
interactions. From predators lurking behind their Facebook profiles to creeps scouring chat 
rooms for their next victim, WEB OF LIES unveils jaw-dropping, cautionary tales of deception, 
seduction and violence.  

 The Social Media Butterfly premieres Monday, September 2 During the Labor Day 
Stunt at 7/6c 
Shortly after getting a distinctive tattoo, 21-year-old Jasmine Nunez moves to New York 
City to pursue her dreams. There, she meets 26-year-old Andres Ceballos and a 
whirlwind romance ensues. Within months, they're living together. But their happiness 
is cut short when Andres accuses Jasmine of cheating with any man who responds to 
her numerous social media posts. Their arguments get worse and worse until one day, 
one of them snaps.  

 Murder Goes Live premieres Tuesday, September 3 at 9/8c 
When Rannita Williams tries to move on from her open relationship, she unwittingly 
gets into a war of words with her boyfriend’s lover. As the online insults begin to 
escalate, Rannita’s boyfriend takes matters into his own hands with devastating 
consequences.  

 Webcam of Lies premieres Tuesday, September 10 at 9/8c 
12-year-old Amanda Todd is a hopeful singer who turns to the internet looking for fame. 
Amanda gathers many admirers by using her webcam, and one in particular flatters her 
so much, she falls for him. But her dreams become her worst nightmare when a 
shocking photo is shared online.  

 
HOMICIDE HUNTER: LT. JOE KENDA  
New Episodes Premiere Wednesdays at 9/8c 
HOMICIDE HUNTER: LT JOE KENDA is a riveting non-fiction investigative series of murder cases 
told through the personal experience of retired detective, Lt. Joe Kenda. With his personal 
interviews and compelling storytelling style, Kenda captivates us with the details of a different 
investigation each week, beginning from when he got the homicide call to when the case was 
closed. Unlike many true-crime shows, this series delivers the realities of the emotional and 
psychological effects of a murder on the investigator. Set in Colorado, a state known for its 
suburban lifestyle, these murders are all the more compelling because they are stories of 
homicide that can happen to anybody. 

 Lock the Door premieres Wednesday, September 4 at 9/8c 



Soon after the lifeless body of Charlie Tuttle was discovered behind a locked bedroom 
door, his death was ruled a suicide. But six months later, Kenda receives an unprompted 
confession that propels the case in a whole new direction.  

 Confession premieres Wednesday, September 11 at 9/8c 
After a husband and wife are attacked in their own home, Kenda is on the hunt for a 
troubled teen whose appetite for violence knows no bounds. Then an unprecedented 
discovery spurs police to open up a century old murder investigation. 

 
THE MURDER TAPES 
New Episodes Premiere Wednesday at 10/9c 
THE MURDER TAPES use every conceivable form of taped footage involved in a homicide case, 
sharing up-close perspectives from those at the scene and showing the aftermath of a murder 
in its most raw and unfiltered form. Viewers see and hear it all, from the initial crime scene 
investigations via body cam, to home security tapes, to the interrogation room footage that 
reveals heart-pounding confessionals. The tapes capture the reactions from loved ones and 
families in real time, record investigator’s first impressions of the scene, and show exactly how 
theories begin to arise. Viewers see the case at its begin and follow it to the end, proving that 
when the tapes roll, the truth emerges. 

 Scene of the Crime premieres Wednesday, September 4 at 10/9c  
One Sunday afternoon in Bellaire, Ohio, Cheri and David Kinney were visiting their 
friend, Brad McGarry, when they discover him shot in the head, execution style. Law 
enforcement arrive on the scene and immediately begin to hypothesize possible 
motives behind the murder: a robbery gone wrong, a hate crime, or lover’s quarrel. As 
they try to narrow down their leads, detectives interview Brad’s family, friends, and 
acquaintances. Each interview slowly reveals more pieces of the puzzle, leading directly 
to a caught-on-camera confession. 

 Jane Doe premieres Wednesday, September 11 at 10/9c 
A mysterious body is discovered in the woods near a mobile home park in Port New 
Richey, Florida. After some process of elimination and discovery of evidence, the body is 
identified as Judy Therianos. Investigators at Pasco County Sheriff’s Office make a break 
in the case after uncovering surveillance footage from a liquor store, where Therianos 
and an unknown male are seen together. This unknown male quickly becomes the prime 
suspect, but as the detectives continue their investigation, three people come forward 
and disclose information that leads to an arrest. 
 

DEADLY WOMEN 
New Episodes Premiere Thursdays at 9/8c 
Beloved former F.B.I. criminal profiler Candice DeLong explores some of history's most 
fascinating female killers in DEADLY WOMEN, touring the twisted minds of women who kill. 
Femmes fatales, twisted sisters, desperate damsels: there's no shortage of these DEADLY 
WOMEN.  

 A Family Tragedy premieres Monday, September 2 During the Labor Day Stunt at 5/4c 



This episode tells three stories of three macabre women. The first is Aurea Vazquez-
Rijos, a Puerto-Rican beauty with expensive tastes. She married multi-millionaire 
property mogul, Adam Joel Anhang, but then the life of luxury she'd always wanted took 
a turn for the worst, causing her to flee the country. The next woman is Pamela Lee 
Worms, who was caught cheating by her pastor husband, he banished her to America 
where she settled in New Orleans. She quickly remarried, but in an attempt to keep her 
husband, she did the unthinkable.  Last is the story of Helen Levina. Her strained 
relationship with her mother, Ella Hromaya caused mayhem under their roof. But when 
Ella threatened to move out, the true animosity came out. 

 Vow to Kill premieres Thursday, September 5 at 9/8c 
Jane Carpenter craved a creative life with her husband, who was twenty years her 
senior. But when her husband’s health began to deteriorate, Jane took matters into her 
own hands. Emma LeDoux had a habit of collecting husbands and throwing them away 
without a thought. But when two of her husbands die under mysterious circumstances, 
Emma may be to blame. Lindy Williams jetted off to Las Vegas to marry her property-
mogul fiancé, but when she returned to Australia alone, suspicion fell on Lindy herself.  

 Without Mercy premieres Thursday, September 12 at 9/8c  
Paige Conley turned to drugs and alcohol following her parents’ divorce. Still living at 
home, Paige took her anger out on the mother, leading to deadly consequences. Becky 
Reid was clever and charming to the outside world, but behind closed doors, she was 
volatile and violent. Becky’s actions eventually wore her partner, Lyndsey, down to a 
fatal level. Katie Coursey appeared to be a caring friend to Troy Johnson, but when he 
discovered she was using illegal drugs, Katie unleashed her drug-fueled raid on the one 
person trying to protect her.  

 
THE LIES THAT BIND 
New Episodes Premieres Thursdays at 10/9c 
Everyone is hiding something. It may be a harmless secret, or it might be something far more 
serious, like a terrible betrayal of trust or shocking indiscretion. In some cases these lies can 
stay hidden, in other cases they are revealed with time. But then there are times when an event 
is so cataclysmic that everyone’s truths are laid bare. In THE LIES THAT BIND, episodes tell the 
story of murder investigations that gradually exposed one truth after another, revealing the 
sinister conflicts that simmer beneath seemingly placid and bucolic communities. 

 Warning Signs premieres Thursday, September 5 at 10/9c 
On March 23, 2006, a police deputy discovers an abandoned car in Gig Harbor, 
Washington. Inside the trunk, he finds a body. This subsequent discovery leads the 
police to a barrage of lies that will change one family’s lives forever.  

 Letters in the Closet premieres Thursday, September 12 at 10/9c 
One night, Karla Garzon leaves her home and never returns. The next day, her husband 
calls the police to file a missing person report. When the police uncover a treasure trove 
of hidden secrets, they must decide who is telling the truth and who is lying.  

 
MURDER BOARD 
New Episodes Premiere Fridays at 9/8c  



MURDER BOARD tells shocking murder stories in which the “murder wall” plays a crucial part in 
solving the crime. Ever wonder how detectives piece together and picture an entire murder 
investigation? This series unravels the baffling murder cases and how detectives bring haunting 
killers to justice. 

 Dead End Alley premieres Friday, September 6 at 9/8c 
When a lawyer is found dead in an alley, detectives are confronted with a daunting 
puzzle and possible theories including prostitution, underground clandestine groups and 
contract killing. 

 Coffee Shop Killer premieres Friday, September 13 at 9/8c 
When a woman arrives for her shift at a coffee shop in Georgetown, Washington, D.C., 
she is confronted with the bodies her three co-workers, all shot multiple times. With 
cash left untouched and no signs of forced entry, police struggle to find who would want 
the three young employees dead. 

 
THE CASE THAT HAUNTS ME 
New Episodes Premiere Saturdays at 10/9c 
THE CASE THAT HAUNTS ME takes a sweeping cinematic dive into 8 evocative true crime stories 
told directly from the detectives who led each case. From mysterious vanishings to twisted 
family murders, these are the unforgettable cases that disrupt law & order and keep authorities 
up at night. 

 The Orion Project premieres Monday, September 2 During the Labor Day Stunt at 6/5c 
The small town of Chatham, Ontario is stunned to find two generations of a family are 
brutally killed by a multi-murderer. Detective Peter Baker struggles to find a motive for 
the senseless slaying until a trail of missing guns leads to a shocking discovery. What 
terrible secrets are being hidden in Chatham, and who could’ve taken the lives of an 
elderly couple and their grandson? 

 Second Chance premieres Saturday, September 7 at 10/9c 
Ottawa Detective Bob Pulfer needs evidence to convict the man he believes murdered 
Louise Ellis, but to do so he must make an unorthodox decision to have a civilian go 
undercover.  

 Into the Woods premieres Saturday, September 14 at 10/9c 
When Detective Mike Richard’s nephew is the prime witness in the disappearance of 8-
year-old Jackie Clark, he is thrown into the middle of the investigation. Determined to 
uncover the truth, Richards pushes the boundaries of police protocol to discover the 
truth.  
 

# # # 
 
 
 


